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Andean Report

by Valerie Rush

. 'Mafiagate' versus Betancur
"personal authorization" from J.Em

A new Colombian cocaine scandal is aimed by his enemies

ilio Valderrama for sending the sealed
film reels that disguised the cocaine

against the anti-drug President himself.

shipment.
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friend of President Betancur's, but also
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elections;

least two simultaneous levels. The
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would likely be under President Be

first, run by the mafia itself, is de
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sources, when Gustavo Jacome Le
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as authorizing the sending of Colom

mus, the second secretary at the Co

[mafia's] threats are useless.We will

bia publicity films via the diplomatic
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pouch, as he was led to believe he was

rested on Dec.23 for using the diplo

can do is take our lives and that rests

doing by Ballesteros and Jacome Le

matic pouch as his cocaine smuggling

with the will of God, by whose grace
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route, his first act was to claim that

we are alive and well.The example of

Valderrama's "confession " and has

President Betancur was personally
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Betancur
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added, ''There is no truce
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in this war; there is no room for false
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headline, "Cocaine Comes from the
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branch of Chase Manhattan Bank ear

Presidency."
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ly last year.
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ness....Anyone caught should pay
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policy of drug legalization for Col
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officials

ombia suggests that there is a likely

iate the Betancur government into

charged with running the international

link between the two levels of assault

abandoning its war on drugs, and par

press section of the presidency have

currently directed against the Presi

ticularly the President's commitment

been arrested.

dent. The discrediting of

cur
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easily understood in light of

to extraditing wanted drug traffickers.
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The second level of assault on Be
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Valderrama is but a short step away

It is no accident that Jacome Lemus is

tancur is, if anything, more insidious.

from smearing

reportedly an intimate friend and like

Immediately when the news broke of

himself with sufficient scandal to

ly employee of Jorge Luis Ochoa and

the cocaine scandal, the Bogota daily

eliminate him as a counterforce to Al

Gilberto Rodriguez, two of Colom

El Siglo--the newspaper of former
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The mafia's first major offensive

the angle of implicating J. Emilio

gy succeeds in emasculating Betan
cur's anti-drug offensive and his po

President Betancur

aimed at dissuading the Colombian

Valderrama, former Colombia am

government from its anti-drug' efforts

bassador to Spain, in the case. The

litical power as well, there will be lit

was the brutal April 30 slaying of Jus
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1986. And the drug ma

tice Minister Rodrigo Lara Bonilla.

through the diplomatic pouch from
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The impact of that bloody act was,

Bogota was a Spaniard named Balles

fia would be sharing the throne right

however, to strengthen Betancur's re-

teros, who had allegedly presented

along with him.
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